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Interdisciplinary lessons were held online 
through which students enriched their 

knowledge of the Black Sea and discussed the 
issues with which it faces.

Using various web 2.0 applications, they solved 
puzzles, described the Sea, the Erasmus+ 

Program in WordArt, drew, made videos and 
PowerPoint presentations.



https://youtu.be/H6vEt2mUxcY

4th-grade students traveled 
imaginarily on the Black Sea and 
found answers to their curiosities 
about the marine environment.

https://youtu.be/H6vEt2mUxcY


What do I know about the sea? How did the sea form, who lives in its depths?
These are just some of the questions that preoccupied the students of Preparatory Class C…

They were given appropriate answers, thus becoming familiar with the first information 
about the marine ecosystem and the opportunity to live near the sea. Keeping the playful 

and fun note, they cut, rolled, they glued and thus made from paper works entitled 
Little fish in the waves of the sea.



Dissemination of project activities 
and results obtained in a 

methodical meeting of teachers 
from all schools in Medgidia



The program of activities dedicated to the celebration of School Day included the dissemination 
of the relevant aspects and the results obtained within the project, through a PowerPoint 

presentation and a set of questions regarding the implementation of the Erasmus + project.
The correct answers of the participating students were proof that they have an 

in-depth knowledge of its implementation so far.



There were artistic moments too! The students awarded at the Sea Poems and The Sea in 
stories and legends competitions read their creations, and Andreea Badea (a former member 

of the project team, currently a student in the ninth grade) and Sara Raftu, from the sixth grade, 
delighted the audience with their wonderful voices, performing songs dedicated to the sea. 

Sara Raftu

Andreea Badea
and her mother



The activity ended with solving an acrostic with the theme "ERASMUS" 
and singing the project anthem by Sara Raftu.



In order to make known the activities carried out, a press release was drafted, 
which was posted on the Forum of the County School Inspectorate, 

which later became news in a regional daily.

https://forum.isjcta.ro/index.php?topic=44711.0

https://forum.isjcta.ro/index.php?topic=44710.0

https://www.cugetliber.ro/redirect-stiri-cultura-educatie-
sarbatoare-la-scoala-lucian-grigorescu-din-medgidia-421679
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